
POSITION: ACCA TRAINEE

Akseer Research is looking to hire investment trainees for its Research and Advisory 
departments. The program is for 18 months and can lead to an Analyst position at Akseer 
Research.

CAREER PATH

The 18 month program is aimed for the development of the ideal candidate for an analyst role. 
An appraisal would be carried out after every six months, which would evaluate the 
performance along critical success factors including:  

The ACCA trainee would receive a stipend of PKR 15,000 per month, which will be reviewed 
during each bi-annual appraisal.  The expected salary on successful completion of the trainee 
program would be PKR 50,000 for the analyst role.

Academic Progress across the CFA program, ACCA and Bachelors degree completion.
Performance on the key roles and task assigned.  

JOB DESCRIPTION

The trainee would be expected to assist in preparation of databases for sectors/companies 
assigned  along with preparing and maintaining financial models and sector dashboards. The 
Trainees would also be expected to develop a thorough understanding of 
sector/companies/projects assigned, and conduct detailed research on the assigned 
sectors/companies/projects. The trainee will also be expected to assist the Analyst in 
preparation of Reports and Presentations. 

TRAINEE PROFILE

The trainee should be an ACCA finalist with 1-2 papers remaining, should preferably have an 
O/A level background with good grades and have an aim to pursue CFA in the near future. 
Trainee should have thorough understanding of various valuation approaches and methods, 
have excellent communication skills (written as well as oral English), should be confident, 
hardworking, result oriented and possess strong IT skills. 

CFA PROGRAM

LOCATION:  Karachi

The company would reimburse successful attempts in the CFA exams. The reimbursement 
will be for the examination fee. Registration/Membership and optional curriculum fees will not 
be reimbursed. A candidate would be eligible to apply for a fee reimbursement for all CFA 
exam appearances post completion of the first six months at Akseer Research. CFA exam fee 
reimbursement attracts a six month vesting clause. 

WWW.AKSEERRESEARCH.COM


